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Breaking His Rules - Amanda has always ignored the attraction she feels for her strict boss, Mr. Mizenov.
He's a bit mysterious and holds everyone at a distance, and she doubts she has a shot in the dark with him
anyway. He begins to treat her differently though after she forgets her ereader at work one evening, and she
suspects it's because he's spied the titles of the spicy book she enjoys - particularly the book she'd had open
at the time, Spanked and Dominated by the Boss. Yikes. Talk about embarrassing. Even worse, she's a
virtual kink-virgin in real life, and when Mr. Mizenov threatens to spank her if she's a mere minute late for
work, she has to make a choice. To be on time...or to be naughty?

Christmas with the Professor - Angela can't stop fantasizing about her former Psychology professor. Dr.
Taylor's commanding presence brings out the submissive girl inside her, the girl she left behind after her last
Dom cast her aside. But is Dr. Taylor kinky? When she shows up at his house with fresh-baked cookies, she
attempts to tease the Dom out of him and gets much more than she bargained for - her heart softens to a man
for the first time in years. She flees for the safety of her apartment expecting to spend the holidays alone
licking her wounds. When an unexpected visitor comes knocking on Christmas morning, will she slam the
door and continue to guard her heart? Or will she open herself up to a new year of possibilities?
Tessa's Submission - One taste of passion and play isn't enough for Tessa, and it's not enough for Richard
either.
Valentine Submission - Sparks fly when Anne, recovering from a recent divorce, spends a few weeks at a
bed and breakfast owned by her ex-husband's friend. Jack is a widower, and a dom, who hasn't let another
woman close since his wife died three years ago. He can't deny his feelings for Anne, but as their passion
flares, the complications of a long distance relationship arise. Will either of them find happiness again?
Snowed in with Santa - Jared's wife couldn't handle his kinky side. Will his dark desires scare his new, much
younger, co-worker away too? There's only one way to find out...
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From reader reviews:

Gerard Pucci:

The book It Takes a Dom can give more knowledge and also the precise product information about
everything you want. Why must we leave the best thing like a book It Takes a Dom? A number of you have a
different opinion about publication. But one aim that will book can give many details for us. It is absolutely
suitable. Right now, try to closer using your book. Knowledge or details that you take for that, it is possible
to give for each other; you can share all of these. Book It Takes a Dom has simple shape however you know:
it has great and big function for you. You can search the enormous world by start and read a e-book. So it is
very wonderful.

Carol Shull:

Information is provisions for individuals to get better life, information these days can get by anyone from
everywhere. The information can be a knowledge or any news even a concern. What people must be consider
when those information which is inside former life are hard to be find than now is taking seriously which one
is suitable to believe or which one often the resource are convinced. If you have the unstable resource then
you have it as your main information there will be huge disadvantage for you. All of those possibilities will
not happen within you if you take It Takes a Dom as the daily resource information.

Lorenzo Lowe:

The actual book It Takes a Dom will bring one to the new experience of reading any book. The author style
to spell out the idea is very unique. If you try to find new book to learn, this book very appropriate to you.
The book It Takes a Dom is much recommended to you to read. You can also get the e-book from your
official web site, so you can quickly to read the book.

Wanda Jacobsen:

Reading a reserve tends to be new life style in this particular era globalization. With studying you can get a
lot of information which will give you benefit in your life. Having book everyone in this world may share
their idea. Guides can also inspire a lot of people. A lot of author can inspire their reader with their story or
even their experience. Not only the storyline that share in the publications. But also they write about
advantage about something that you need example of this. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach
your young ones, there are many kinds of book that you can get now. The authors on earth always try to
improve their expertise in writing, they also doing some analysis before they write for their book. One of
them is this It Takes a Dom.
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